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  Take 
Care

YOUR PATH TO A HEALTHY FIRM, HEALTHY  
CLIENTS AND A HEALTHY BUSINESS



Inside Job
Being many things to many people may  

put designers at risk of putting themselves last. 
Here’s how to cultivate practices that  

nourish your mental health on and off the clock.

x _________________________________________________________________    date ___________________________

FOR __________________________________________________________________    DOB ______________________Y!rse#

BY HANNAH HICKOK Spring 2023



D uring the !rst wave of pandemic 
lockdowns, French researchers 
hypothesized that there would be 

an upside for creative professionals: more 
productivity. Yet upon studying the habits of 
more than 1,000 French citizens, the 
academics were surprised to !nd no uptick 
in creative output, something they a"ributed 
to a rise in anxiety. Of course, everyone felt 
anxious during the pandemic—but studies 
show that it might have been even more 
pronounced among creatives.

“If there’s been one constant over the last 
three years, it’s been change, stress and 
burnout,” says Melody Wilding, a New 
York–area executive coach and author of 
Trust Yourself: Stop Overthinking and Channel 
Your Emotions for Success at Work. “For 
creative professionals, it’s been especially 
challenging, because creativity and sensi-
tivity go hand in hand. Sensitive people’s 
nervous systems are highly a"uned to their 
surroundings, taking in detail and nuance 
that other people miss. Having your !nger 
on the pulse of your environment is how you 
get ideas and see opportunities, but it can 
also be very easy to become overloaded.”
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SET DIGITAL BOUNDARIES

When LAETITIA WAJNAPEL founded her Los Angeles–based !rm Cinquième Gauche in 2019, 
entering clients’ homes (and lives) quickly took its toll in an unexpected way. “During my !rst 
project, I forgot to set boundaries,” she recalls. “I gave everything, worked late and found 
myself drained. I’d taken on all of my clients’ marital problems and stress, and was spending 
more time trying to manage that than actually designing. A$er that, I was like, ‘OK, how do I 
go about not doing this?’”

Boundary-se"ing has proven important for Wajnapel as a self-protection mechanism. “I 
feel things very intensely,” she says. “%is is not constructive in a business where clients are 
o$en emotional and stressed. Moving is stressful, construction is stressful, working with a 
designer for the !rst time and trusting them with a bunch of your money is extremely stressful. 
I receive all this as a human—and as a designer, I receive that on top of the pressure to do a 
good job for them and make them happy.” 

O$en, she’s found that the challenge is to make an emotional connection with clients 
without veering into oversharing territory—a tricky line to toe. “Yes, I want to know what’s 
deep inside your brain, but I don’t want to take it home with me,” says Wajnapel. A few texts 
here and there? Totally !ne. A torrent of late-night messages? Not so much. For texting clients, 
she uses her iPhone’s Do Not Disturb function, which prevents pop-up message noti!cations 
during o& hours; for emails, she’s implemented an out-of-o'ce auto reply to signal the end of 
her workday: I’m not picking up my emails right now, but I will respond to you when I get back in the 
studio tomorrow. “%at’s been quite useful to put a boundary up without having to say anything,” 
she says. “Most people get the hint. And when I come home I feel more relaxed because I don’t 
have this extra luggage—stress or worry or vague resentment because clients have unloaded on 
me. Creatively, it’s been quite an epiphany” —Kaitlin Petersen
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Some designers dedicate 100 percent of 
their energy to the creative process, dele-
gating the !rm’s accounting and logistics to 
team members. Others enjoy the nuts-and-
bolts side of the business, managing !nances 
and people in addition to the design work. 
But no ma"er how that balance shakes out, 
it’s important to keep in mind that being a 
creative professional comes with unique 
mental health challenges.

“Creatives have to deal with existential 
sadness more than the next person,” says 
Eric Maisel, a Bay Area creativity coach and 
retired psychotherapist who has studied 
creativity and mental health for decades. 
“Creatives o$en ask themselves, ‘Does my 
work ma"er?’ Sometimes it’s hard to believe 
that the world needs another painting or 
photograph”—or another beautiful interior.

As the dust se"les a$er the pandemic 
home boom, it’s completely natural to feel 
both grateful for and drained by the surge in 
demand. Before diving into the next phase 

of growth for yourself and your !rm, you can 
develop a tool kit of expert-generated and 
research-backed strategies that support and 
sustain your mental health, inside the o'ce 
and out. You’re acting as your client’s thera-
pist all the time, and you shoulder so much 
of the emotional burden of a project—don’t 
forget to take !ve for yourself.

WHAT’S YOUR STORY?
%e never-ending stream of thoughts that 
runs through our heads determines how we 
feel about our lives, our work and ourselves. 
Recognizing that connection was a transfor-
mative discovery for Minneapolis-based 
Desi Creswell, an interior designer turned 
life coach who was consumed by feelings of 
burnout, stress and inadequacy before her 
own coach helped her see the emotional 
impact of her thoughts. %ose teachings 
allowed her to regain con!dence, calm and 
clarity, and she now specializes in helping 
other designers make the same empowering 

GO TO A PRO

A$er 15 years in corporate America, SIA VARH 
had put up with a lot at work. “You deal with 
microaggressions as a person of color, and 
you don’t always realize how that takes a  
toll on you over time,” says the former HR 
professional. “You bring some of that stress 
into your marriage, and back home to your 
kids.” Varh now runs Minneapolis-based !rm 
Simple Finesse full time with her husband, 
Roderick, a military veteran turned architec-
tural designer. But in their !rm’s early days, 
when she was stuck in a frustrating o'ce 
culture by day while raising a family and 
launching a business by night, she turned to 
a therapist for help. 

“%erapy has helped me process some of 
the toxic experiences that I’ve had at work, 
but it’s also helped me understand myself 
be"er and put a plan in place for when I feel 
triggered by those old emotions,” says Varh. 
“Reacting and responding are two very 
di&erent things. It’s a skill to not react right 
away, but to take a step back, recognize your 
emotions and choose how to respond.” 

Now working full-time for their !rm, 
those processing skills continue to serve her 
well. “When I feel frustrated with a client, 
I’m able to pause and get to the root cause,” 
she says. “Is it due to a timeline issue? Did 
the client go down a di&erent direction that 
we didn’t agree on that’s going to impact the 
design? Is it because I’m stressed by things 
happening at home? O$en, being quick to 
react is what causes friction. But ultimately, 
beneath all of that emotion, there’s a need 
that’s not being met. Once you get to the 
core of that, you can approach the problem 
more logically.”

%e shi$ also wrought changes in her 
personal life. “I took a leap, and when my 
husband saw my journey and how it helped 
me, he was much more open to giving it a 
try,” says Varh. %ey began a"ending sessions 
together as well as apart, creating a shared 
framework for processing the trials of entre-
preneurship. More than a year later, their 
experiences continue to a'rm the decision 
to launch their design business. “You spend 
the majority of your life at work, so we 
wanted to feel like we could show up as our 
authentic selves,” she says. “I didn’t ever want 
my kids to say, ‘I’m just going to suck it up in 
a work environment that’s not healthy for 
me.’ We wanted to live by example and show 
our boys that they can dream big without 
pu"ing themselves in a toxic environment. It 
has been rewarding to see the fruits of our 
labor in therapy, and then to see that play out 
in our business.” —KP
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leap—one that starts with acknowledging 
that your thoughts aren’t universally shared 
facts but subjective beliefs driven by your 
own experiences. “If you don’t untangle 
your stories, that will dictate how you show 
up in your business, whether it’s serving you 
or not,” she says. “If you don’t recognize that 
you !lter your experience through your 
speci!c lens, your emotional well-being and 
behaviors will appear to be at the whim  
of everything going on around you instead 
of you being in control. When you feel 
disempowered, you can’t e&ectively manage, 
market or hit bigger goals.”

You won’t be shocked to learn that 
money issues are some of the most common 
emotional triggers Creswell sees in her work 
with designers. Charging higher fees, selling 
higher-end product and requiring upfront 
payments all tend to be loaded topics. Some 
of her clients fall into the trap of projecting 
their own !nancial beliefs or expectations 
onto clients (like, “If I wouldn’t spend more 
than $10,000 on a sofa, no one would!”), or 
confuse their personal worth with what they 
charge as an hourly rate. Beyond !nances, 
employee management and client commu-
nication can also be triggering territory and, 
if not managed well, can mess with produc-
tivity or weaken relationships.

“When you are in a heightened emotional 
state—for example, you realized you missed 
a detail on an order, multiple deadlines are 
overlapping or a client comments on an 

invoice—the primitive part of your brain, 
the amygdala, takes over,” says Creswell. 
“Science shows that [in those situations]  
the problem-solving parts of your brain  
actually reduce their capacity to function 
because your amygdala is signaling an auto-
matic response to try to protect you from 
threats. %at means you’re basically trying  
to solve complex situations with the brain of 
a toddler.”

Creswell helps designers work through 
emotional triggers by adopting a curious, 
nonjudgmental mindset and helping them 
separate fact from !ction. “A great question 
to start with when you’re feeling triggered is, 
‘What am I making this mean?’ If a client 
made a comment about an invoice, for 
example, the ‘fact’ is that you got an email 
from Client A with the words, ‘%at’s more 
than I anticipated,’ while your story might be, 
‘I’m not worth that much,’ or ‘%ese clients 
are so entitled.’ %at perspective alone can be 
a game changer. Once you’re calm, you can 
access new ideas and solutions.”

THOUGHT EXPERIMENT
While you should absolutely take your 
mental health seriously, that doesn’t mean 
every mood-boosting technique is serious. 
Visualization is a playful and imaginative 
way to focus your thoughts through mental 
imagery, an exercise that both Wilding and 
Maisel suggest for creatives. In Maisel’s most 
recent book, Redesign Your Mind: "e 

WALK THE TALK

“%is is a very high-stress job—sometimes I 
talk to other designers and we’re like, ‘How 
many times have you cried this week?’” says 
designer ABIGAIL HORACE, the Connecticut-
based founder of Casa Marcelo. %erapy had 
been an important resource for Horace long 
before she launched her business. But now, 
several years into her journey at the helm of 
her own !rm, that personal outlet has also 
become essential for professional success. 
“%ere are times when I’m talking about the 
stresses of motherhood, but 80 percent of 
my sessions are about work,” she says. Hard 
conversations with sta& or clients, orders 
that come in incorrectly, damage issues that 
need to be resolved—it’s all fair game.  

%at support system has also embold-
ened Horace to seek out work that brings 
her joy and to cut clients loose if they’re no 
longer a !t for her !rm. When she recently 
stopped o&ering consulting services to focus 
exclusively on virtual or full-service design, 
one indecisive consulting client lingered in 
her inbox. “It’s not like we purchased every-
thing and are waiting for the purchases to 
come in—that’d be totally reasonable—it’s 
that we’re still making decisions on things 
and it’s been over a year. We went back and 
forth for 50 emails about one sectional sofa,” 
says Horace, who was exhausted by the 
extensive correspondence and lack of trust. 
A$er several days of deliberating with her 
husband and her therapist to get the wording 
just right, she !nally cut the cord. “I sent an 
email that said, ‘I’m so sorry, but I’m going 
to have to close out this project. I can give 
you a list of all the items that we’ve selected, 
and you can purchase at your own pace.’ I 
felt such relief once that project was gone. 
I’m losing a commission on those products, 
but protecting my mental health.”

Having the con!dence to enforce bound-
aries when clients overstep has not always 
been a linear path. “When I worked for other 
people, I’d be like, ‘You need to stop taking 
their calls and texts,’” she recalls. “It’s so easy 
to say it when it’s not your client. But when it 
is your client, you want to keep that relation-
ship positive.” Horace has found that one 
way to do that is to set expectations about 
her availability: “I tell clients to expect up to 
24 hours for an email response, and no texts 
or calls unless it’s an emergency—and I tell 
them what an emergency is.” She’s also dili-
gent about keeping work within her o'ce 
hours. “I take Mondays o&, so if a client 
writes to me over the weekend or on Monday, 
I say, ‘%is is my day o&, but I’ll get back to 
you tomorrow,’ and that’s it.” —KP
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Breakthrough Program for Real Cognitive 
Change, he o&ers an approach that’s particu-
larly apropos for designers: envisioning your 
mind as a room, then using the process of 
redecorating the space you’ve imagined as  
a metaphor for transforming negative or 
limiting thoughts and beliefs. 

“We experience our mind as a place we 
go to, a place we can see,” says Maisel. “%ere 
are things we can do when we get there that 
will be instantly bene!cial to how we live 
and think.” A few examples: If you’re feeling 
anxious or uncomfortable, envision placing 
a deep, plush, pillowy sofa in a cozy nook of 

your mind’s interior. Or if you’re feeling 
creatively stuck or unmotivated, try painting 
the walls a vibrant hue and throwing open 
the windows to an inspiring view (a Parisian 
park in full bloom is what sprung to mind for 
this writer).

Sound silly? %at’s the point! Unlike 
real-life interiors, your mind is a space free of 
practical limitations like client preferences, 
budgets and shipping delays. Best of all, you 
can change the decor scheme on a whim, 
based on your mood or needs. And even if 
you’re less excited about decorating an 
imaginary space than a real one, Maisel 

MAKE RESTORATIVE RITUALS

North Carolina designer MARIE CLOUD used 
to lurch awake to the sound of her alarm, 
grab her phone and start scrolling. “I’d open 
my email, and it’d literally be this pressure 
that gave me anxiety,” she says. “I was starting 
my day with the very feeling I was trying to 
prevent.” A new routine has helped shi$ that 
experience—she now wakes up at 5 o’clock, 
before the rest of her household has stirred, 
to savor a moment by herself. How she uses 
that time has evolved, but the thoughtful-
ness of her approach has not. “Originally, it 
was like, I’m going to get up, sit by the 
window and read—yeah, right,” she says 
with a laugh. “Now, I give myself grace and 
allow that time to be what I need it to be in 
that moment. Sometimes that’s just si"ing 
down uninterrupted, sometimes it is reading. 
No ma"er what, I don’t touch my phone.” 

Routines that fuel a sense of well-being 
don’t end once her family wakes. Cloud 
starts a di&user in her home o'ce before 
taking her daughter to school each day; 
when she returns, she makes a cup of co&ee 
or tea, puts on a vinyl record for background 
music, then steps into an essential oil–
scented workspace, ready to dive in. “Even if 
Jada is moody on the car ride to school, or 
I’m irritated—at least my o'ce is going to 
smell good when I walk in, and that’s some-
thing I can hold onto that will make me feel 
good,” she says. On Wednesdays, she heads 
to the roller skating rink rather than straight 
to work. “I’m an introvert, and by midweek, 
I don’t want to talk to anyone—I have 
nothing le$ for you,” she says. “I love skating, 
and I make sure I get out and do that on 
Wednesday because it recharges me. By the 
time I’m done, I’m motivated all over.”

%rough trial and error, Cloud has found 
other helpful ways to disconnect from her 
phone while remaining active on social 
media, where she frequently posts about her 
projects and industry topics. “My best-kept 
secret is that I rarely post live,” she admits. 
“%e video that I posted on my Instagram 
story today? If you saw me right now, that is 
not what I’m wearing.” Instead, she captures 
photos and videos throughout the day and 
saves them in folders on her phone, then 
revisits the content when she’s ready to post. 
“It’s the pressure to post it right then and 
there that drains me—that feeling of, ‘What 
am I going to write?’” she says. “I’ve given 
myself the freedom to let that go, and I’ve 
realized that doesn’t mean I’m not being 
authentic or genuine. It’s me using a busi-
ness tool, period. It allows me to feel like I’m 
in control.” —KP
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for di&erent people, so play around and see 
what happens—if you !nd yourself feeling 
even an iota lighter a$erward, you’ll know 
your visualization is working.

BESPOKE BOUNDARIES
Loving your work is a great thing. It can also 
make it a li"le hard to unplug—especially if 
you’re running your own business. If you 
sometimes !nd it challenging to draw a line 
between the personal and professional—
befriending clients or going through all- 
consuming work phases—you’re in good 
company. Not only are these experiences 

normal and natural, new research shows  
that entrepreneurs can actually thrive in 
such conditions. 

If those !ndings sound counterintuitive, 
it’s because previous studies have linked 
entrepreneurship to burnout. But research 
recently published in the Journal of Business 
Venturing indicates that entrepreneurs may 
actually experience less job burnout than 
traditionally employed people, with solo 
entrepreneurs faring best of all. %at may be 
because self-employment means both more 
freedom and fewer of the demands that o$en 
lead to burnout, like role ambiguity and  
time pressure. (%at’s under average working 
conditions. All bets are o& during a crisis like, 
you know, a global pandemic.) And although 
entrepreneurs may indeed !nd it harder to 
disconnect from work during free time, the 
study also found that their mental health 
generally doesn’t su&er as much as typical 
employees from staying connected to their 
work, likely because they’re more in control 
of how they work.

For designers who run their own !rms, 
that’s not a permission slip to let your job 
take over your life—but it does mean that 
you can be (exible and creative about 
boundary-se"ing. For one designer, texting 
with clients on nights and weekends might 
feel organic and e&ortless, while another 
might need to implement a communication 
break. Likewise, where one designer thrives 
on becoming deeply familiar with clients, 
another might need more of an emotional 
bu&er. “You can have very rigid boundaries, 
almost like a brick wall, where nothing can 
get in or go out, or you can have very porous 
boundaries,” says Wilding. “Every person 
needs to straddle that line for themselves, but 
healthy boundaries [tend to land some-
where] in the middle, so that we’re able to 
show up and empathetically connect with 
people in a way that we feel comfortable 
with. %at means we’re not taking their 
emotions home with us, or allowing other 
people’s opinions, approval or disapproval to 
override our own judgments and decisions.”

Just as you update your client contract as 
you learn more with each project, your 
boundaries can evolve too. “You make your 
best guess, but you have to feel your way 
through it,” says Wilding. “It’s a constant 
process of checking in to ask yourself 
whether something feels right and using 
your emotions as a guide.”

NEXT-LEVEL LEISURE
You already know that it’s healthy to have 
hobbies and interests outside of work. But 
new research shows that there’s a speci!c 
kind of hobby that’s most bene!cial. 
According to a 2020 study published in 
Frontiers in Psychology, CEOs who devoted 
time to “serious leisure”—which is de!ned 
as the goal-oriented pursuit of a nonwork 

emphasizes that visualization is a powerful 
tool, particularly when wielded by creatives. 
“If you do any exercise of this sort, you’re 
helping yourself,” he says. “Visualization can 
help reduce anxiety, increase calm and 
address other challenges that creatives face.”

Beyond the mind-room exercise, there 
are other visualization techniques that can 
!ght everyday stress. If you’re struggling to 
shake o& a work mistake or tough conversa-
tion, Wilding suggests a couple of e&ective 
images: “Picture your worries as clouds 
dri$ing away, or as leaves (oating down a 
stream,” she suggests. Di&erent things work 
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and memorialized, becoming more about 
who they are than what they’re doing.”

Still, even the most diligent leaders need 
support !guring out how best to integrate 
feel-good practices into their life. Musselman 
o$en helps her clients create the routines 
that work for them, carving out dedicated 
time for pursuits that !ll their cup, whether 
that’s therapy, exercise or meditation. She 
also recommends assessing the (ow of your 
average workday and tweaking it to avoid 
falling into time- and energy-sucking traps. 
It might seem like a no-brainer, but don’t 
forget that you have the power as principal 
to design a workday that’s tailored to your 
productivity. “If you know that you lose your 
focus and become irritable at the tail end of 
one-hour meetings, cap them at 45 minutes 
instead,” she says. 

For high-achieving individuals, it’s espe-
cially important to seek out moments when 
you can give back to yourself, because 
performing a leadership role at work puts 
you in a position of giving to everyone else 
for hours on end. “Everyone needs some-
thing from leaders,” says Musselman. “It’s 
take-take-take all day long, so it’s crucial to 
give yourself 20 to 30 minutes per day when 
you step away from anyone who needs 

passion—experienced a boost in happiness, 
con!dence, personal growth and energy, 
among other mental health bene!ts. 

%e more e&ort you put into serious 
leisure (emphasis on serious), the be"er it is 
for you. While you might think of the occa-
sional yoga class or chess game as a relaxing 
retreat from work, serious leisure requires a 
combination of long-term e&ort and perse-
verance—an activity that becomes a key 
part of your personal identity. Whether it’s 
an instrument, a cra$ or a sport, the inten-
sity and challenge of serious leisure may  
be uniquely able to help business leaders 
unplug and express themselves outside of 
work. “Serious leisure is a great ally for a 
leader in stressful times, o&ering more bene-
!ts than taking time o&,” says study author 
Emilia Bunea, a leadership scholar at Vrije 
University in Amsterdam. “It forces you  
to detach from work, which replenishes 
self-con!dence and energy.”

If the idea of adding something else  
to your already-full plate feels laughable, 
suspend your disbelief for a minute and 
consider reframing the ma"er. “We should 
not focus on time as a resource that we need 
to optimize, but instead on energy,” says 
Bunea. “A passionate leisure pursuit is a big 
source of personal energy, so you will !nd 
time for it. %e di'culty is not how to !nd 
time for a passionate pursuit—that will take 
care of itself—but how to !nd time to 
become passionate about a pursuit.”

Not sure where to start? Consider activi-
ties you liked during adolescence, interests 
you share with your family, a sport, or some-
thing you’re naturally drawn to but haven’t 
carved out enough time for. It’s best to seek 
out passions that are di&erent from your 
day-to-day work, notes Bunea, as they o&er 
the potential for you to become the best in 
your particular intersectional niche—which 
is “the shortest route toward developing 
passion,” she explains. “If you take up jujitsu, 
you might not ever be the best jujitsu practi-
tioner in town, but you could become the 
best interior design CEO–female-jujitsu-er 
in town. %at’s why choosing a hobby close 
to your work might not be great: It may be 
more di'cult to become the best interior 
design CEO–antiques collector.”

RITUALIZING SELF-CARE
Whatever strategies for self-care resonate 
with you, sticking with them is what makes 
the di&erence. Fortunately, dedication typi-
cally comes naturally to high achievers of the 
sort who might run their own design !rm. 
“More than other personality types, high 
performers really make self-care a routine,” 
says Jennifer Musselman, a California-based 
licensed psychotherapist and executive 
coach. “%ey’ve implemented habits that are 
aligned with who they are, and they keep 
those habits on a schedule. It’s structured 

PAUSE TO PLAY

Two years ago, TINA RAMCHANDANI signed 
up for Tuesday night po"ery classes with a 
neighbor friend. What started as a passing 
interest has become an essential outlet for 
the New York designer that helps her stay 
balanced. “We walk over together every 
week and just play with the clay, and it has 
been relaxing in a way that I did not expect,” 
she says. “I found myself loving it, not only 
because I like making things, and you don’t 
get many opportunities to play anymore—
but it also forced me to pause. For three 
hours, you’re not able to touch your phone 
because your hands are disgusting. You can’t 
do anything else.” 

%e medium itself also o&ers poignant 
lessons in patience and staying present. “I 
came in with really lo$y goals—I was like, 
I’m going to make a set of dishes or vases,” 
she recalls. “In the beginning, a lot of things 
broke, or they came out pre"y badly, and it 
took me a while to be OK with that. If you’re 
not focused, or if you’re rushing, [the piece 
is] going to break. I learned that it can’t just 
be about achieving a goal.” 

Slowly but surely, Ramchandani’s work is 
improving—but more important than the 
ceramics she’s brought home is the mental 
break from the demands of her business. 
“I’ve had a nice evening, and I’ll deal with 
everything tomorrow,” she says. “Before this, 
I didn’t really have anything else outside of 
my work. Po"ery has helped with my work 
life a lot, and my personal life too.” —KP
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CULTIVATE MINDFUL MOMENTS

Sometimes, LUCY O’BRIEN is just looking to get out of her own head. Meditation has o&ered 
relief from unproductive or stressful thought pa"erns. “When I get particularly stuck, or 
when I have a lot of projects going on and I can feel my creative energy ge"ing drained,  
I search YouTube for a mindfulness exercise targeting whatever I’m struggling with— 
‘meditation for creativity,’ or ‘meditation for mindfulness’—and it really does help,” says the 
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania–based designer. “As a visual creative, I see stu& in my head and 
can’t get rid of it until I !gure it out. So if I’m stuck on some piece of a project, meditation 
helps me change gears. Even for !ve minutes, it resets my brain.” 

Beyond greasing her creative wheels, a meditation practice has also helped O’Brien navi-
gate the administrative challenges of running a design business, and she’s even leveraged it in 
her personal life —a$er giving birth, she sought out meditation sessions for new moms. Jon 
Kabat-Zinn, founder of the Stress Reduction Institute at the University of Massachuse"s 
Medical School, narrates some of O’Brien’s favorite longer-form listens, though the 20-plus 
minute sessions “de!nitely take a lot more focus,” she notes. No ma"er the length, a guided 
meditation or focused breathwork can help reframe the challenges at hand and unlock new 
ways of thinking.

O’Brien also prioritizes movement to gain a fresh perspective. “If I feel like I’m not able to 
stop and do a meditation, I’ll go on a walk or a run, or even go swimming,” she says. “As a 
lymphatic exercise, swimming is so calming and relaxing a$er the overstimulation of [inter-
acting with] so many people at work.” All the be"er if any of these activities take place in 
nature—for O’Brien herself, or her team members too. “If I can tell an employee is stuck by 
their body language, I’m like, ‘Go take a walk—step away,’” she says. “Ge"ing inspiration from 
nature is helpful to recharge. But you have to physically remove yourself and do something 
else to get your brain out of it.” —KP



FIND A SOUNDING BOARD

KATIE MONKHOUSE was looking for a leader-
ship coach to turbocharge her business 
strategy when a friend referred her to Marcie 
Montgomery. “I needed someone to hold 
me accountable, and to help me !gure out 
this next phase of business and life,” says the 
San Anselmo, California–based designer. 
She got exactly that, though the process 
wasn’t what she expected. “I thought we 
were going to make strategies and goals, and 
analyze the business from a KPI perspec-
tive,” she recalls. “It ended up being based  
on core values: What’s important to you, 
and how do we make sure your business 
decisions re(ect that?”

%ough the questions surprised her, 
answering them has been transformative. 
“Now, I lead with intuition and feeling as 
much as facts and numbers,” says Monkhouse 
of her bimonthly sessions with Montgomery. 
“%is process appeals to the part of me that’s 
like, ‘You already know the answer. Dig in 
there, !nd it. What feels right?’” %ose 
conversations don’t always have to be about 
big, ambitious business goals—sometimes, 
Monkhouse says, it can be as simple as 
sharing her frustrations and gaining fresh 
perspective. “If we have a slowdown in busi-
ness and I’m like, ‘I’ve got to get o& social 
media because it looks like everyone’s 
crushing it but me’—that may seem silly, but 
Marcie helps me dissect where those feel-
ings are coming from, what values are being 
stepped on, and how I can navigate that.” 

%at level of introspection has helped 
Monkhouse get more comfortable sharing 
responsibility and delegating to her team, 
safe in the knowledge that she doesn’t have 
to do everything herself and that it’s OK to 
let go. She’s also gained clarity around the 
type of business she wants to build: “%ere’s 
nothing wrong with lo$y goals—they’re 
great—but sometimes I think I only have 
them because someone else has them,” she 
admits. “When I !rst started meeting with 
Marcie, I was like, grow, grow, grow. And now 
it’s like, sustain, sustain, sustain. How do we 
do this in a sustainable way, where I make 
sure that my team and I are taken care of 
along the way? It’s about running a business 
from a place of values. It’s great to have a 
person in my corner who puts things into 
perspective and asks, ‘Is this really what you 
want?’ I’ve found it very grounding.” —KP
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Boss in the Making
Still early in your design career? Even if you can’t yet  

make your own schedule or turn down a toxic client, you 
can take charge of your mental health in other ways.

CONSERVE YOUR ENERGY
It’s your biggest natural resource, so use it wisely. “We have only so much energy in a 
single day,” says Jennifer Musselman, a California-based licensed psychotherapist 
and executive coach. “People in budding career stages are exerting a lot of energy 
trying to a"end every networking event or !t in, in ways that aren’t always healthy  
or helpful to achieving long-term goals.” %ere’s nothing wrong with exploring or 
connecting, but when you’re doing it to the exclusion of other good-for-you necessi-
ties like downtime or exercise, it’s time to reassess your priorities.

DIVERSIFY YOUR PASSIONS
According to Amsterdam-based leadership researcher Emilia Bunea, the earlier you 
discover a serious leisure activity that captures your heart and a"ention, the more 
bene!ts you’ll reap—so don’t wait until your work-life balance is so o&-kilter that 
you’re desperate for a nonwork outlet. “If you’re already close to burnout and over-
whelmed, it’s too late to start thinking about a serious leisure interest,” says Bunea. 
“Consider adopting one as a recipe for a healthy life, rather than as ‘treatment’ for a 
particular problem.”

TUNE IN TO YOUR GUT
%e sooner you practice listening to your intuition, the be"er you’ll become at using 
it as a guide for actions and behaviors that will best serve you. “Scienti!c literature 
shows that intuition is basically the repository of all our experiences, data and 
pa"erns we’ve gathered about the world, creating a kind of library for us to draw on,” 
says Melody Wilding, a New York–area executive coach. “Many of us push that 
instinct and intuition down because we’ve been told we’re overthinking it—but it’s a 
muscle we need to rebuild and reconnect with.”

anything from you, including the emails and 
texts you get on your phone.” Leave it behind 
and go for a walk—the work will be waiting 
when you get back.

Individually, these rituals might seem 
insigni!cant, but collectively, they add up. 
By preserving pockets of time where you  
put yourself !rst, you’re not only boosting 
your baseline mood in those moments—
you’re also ensuring that you’ll notice when 
you start to feel o&, allowing you to address  
any problems before they become critical. 
“Monitoring your mood is important,” says 
Musselman, who suggests using an app or 
old-fashioned notebook to record your 
emotions and track any changes. “If you’re 
feeling low-grade depression more o$en 
than not over a two-week period, you need 
to pay a"ention to that and seek additional 
support, like a therapist. Also note other 
habits, like drinking too much or feeling 
chaotic or disorganized. Ge"ing to know 
yourself be"er and noticing pa"erns helps 
inform cognition of what’s going on, and 
helps you set up your life in a way that’s 
more meaningful, ful!lling and productive.”

SURRENDERING TO THE PROCESS
Much like you can’t control everything that 
happens with a project, you can’t control 
every aspect of your mental health—you 
can only set yourself up for success and then 
loosen your grip. You might implement 
every proactive self-care strategy in the book 
and still !nd yourself losing sleep over a 
stressful client conversation or a procure-
ment error. %at’s OK.

“It’s human to have di'cult or worrying 
thoughts,” says Wilding. “It’s built into our 
wiring to overthink. If you try to ignore those 
thoughts, they’ll come back stronger because 
your brain is trying to get your a"ention. 
Your mind is a problem-solving machine— 
it wants to close the loop, so it will keep 
thinking about a problem until it’s solved.” 

Above all, try to practice gratitude for 
your emotions whenever you can, even if the 
tough ones sometimes feel like a plague. If 
you can relax and listen, those feelings will 
provide you with valuable intel. “Emotions 
really do give us signals or directions for our 
behavior,” says Wilding. “So we might as well 
use them to our advantage.” ■
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